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Compatibility & Restrictions
Zerust vapor capsules and storage bags can be used in
any environment with no measurable chemical interaction
with other elements. There is no likelihood that the
vapors will enhance flammability or react with industrial
or marine atmospheres to create any by-products.
Surfaces exposed to Zerust vapors do not exhibit any
measurable changes in their electrical, mechanical or
chemical properties.
Do not install capsules where they may be submerged
or come in contact with bulk water.

Over an extended period of time, Zerust products will
“yellow” paper. Do not use in proximity to antique books,
photographs or valuable documents, etc.
Because Zerust cannot anticipate or control the many
different conditions under which this information or these
products may be used, no warranty, express or implied,
is made except that the product conforms to the
manufacturer’s specifications. The buyer/user assumes
all risk of use, storage, and handling of these products.
Zerust will not be responsible for special or consequential
damages.

Size
VC2-1
12 x 18
10 x 54
10 x 24
24 x 36
9 x 12
4x6
4x6
9 x 12
12 x 18

Description
Vapor Capsule
Pistol Bag & barrell strip – zip closure
Rifle Bag & barrell strip – plain closure
Multipurpose Bag – plain closure
Multipurpose Bag – plain closure
Multipurpose Bag – zip closure
Multipurpose Bag – zip closure
3 Pack – plain closure

Thickness

Case Pack

-4 Mil
4 Mil
4 Mil
4 Mil
4 Mil
4 Mil
4 Mil

-12
12
12
12
12
12
--

Zerust Consumer Products Ltd.
9345 Ravenna Road Unit E
Twinsburg, OH 44087

Zerust vapor capsules will not provide protection from
corrosion caused by direct contact of the metal with acids,
water, etc.

96523-11321
96523-91218
96523-71054
96523-71024
96523-72436
96523-90912
96523-90046
96523-74912

Pieces
Per Pkg.
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
3

Easy Rust Protection
Without Messy Oils

NEW!

Zerust Vapor Capsules must not be disassembled to
expose the contents. In case of accidental ingestion give
water and induce vomiting.
Zerust are cleared by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. No special handling or disposing is
required. No unpleasant aromas are emitted. Electrical
or mechanical properties of the packaged item are not
affected.

For Questions or Comments:
Contact Zerust Consumer Products Ltd.
9345 Ravenna Road Unit E
Twinsburg, OH 44087

Phone: 330-405-1965
Fax: 330-405-1966
email: bdworkin@ntic.com
www.zerust .com

Northern Technologies International Corporation (NTI)
is the manufacturer of a broad range of Zerust corrosion
inhibiting products to meet industrial and consumer
needs.
The company maintains extensive laboratories in the
U.S., Germany, Russia, and Japan, under the direction of
several of the world’s recognized corrosion experts. It
is our mission to make our formulations ever stronger
while insisting on product safety and environmental
responsibility.

NORTHERN
TECHNOLOGIES
INTERNATIONAL

protect your
firearms with
invisible, odorless,
non-toxic vapors

Firearm Bags and Capsules
The Easy and Carefree Way to Protect Against Rust and Corrosion
Advanced Protection
Now there is a better way to protect your
firearms against the hazards of rust and
corrosion. It’s easy and effortless. If you have
a gun safe or case, just place one of
our vapor capsules inside with your
guns and close the door or lid. Or,
simply place your firearm into a
vapor bag, insert the barrell strip,
seal the bag and place in your
safe, case, rifle bag or any air
restricted container. Every
metal surface inside and
outside you firearm will
be protected against
rust and corrosion.
Just think, no more
oiling, no more
mess in your gun
case or safe.
Simply pack it, seal it,
put it away in an enclosure
and forget it.
is invisible,
safe, odorless, non-toxic and approved by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Highly
effective, very simple and
capsules
and bags provide years of protection
without harming wood or wood
finishes. And best of all,
has
absolutely no effect on the
environment.

How

Works

Our patented vapor capsules and bags contain
VCI (Vapor Corrosion
proprietary
Inhibitor) formulations that are designed to
protect metal surfaces
from rust and
corrosion
while within
an enclosure.
Whether using
capsules in a safe, or
gun bags impregnated
with
VCIs, the air
inside the enclosure quickly
becomes saturated with VCI vapor molecules
that automatically release into the confined air
space and attach themselves to all exposed
metal surfaces. The VCIs cling to the metal until
the enclosure is opened and the firearm
removed. Within minutes of being exposed to
open air, the harmless VCI molecules vaporize
from the metal leaving all surfaces clean, dry
and corrosion free.

Rifle Bag
Barrel Strip

Think Enclosure
capsules and bags maintain their
potency best within enclosures that limit air
exchange with the outside atmosphere, but
the containers you use do not need to be 100
percent air tight like a gun safe. Rifle bags,
cabinets, display cases, toolboxes and other
containers all serve to minimize air exchange
and thereby help maintain a high concentration
of VCIs. Higher concentrations mean increased
effectiveness, so it is important to limit air
exchange in order for the enclosed atmosphere
to reach saturation levels
of VCIs.

Positioning Of
Capsules In A
Gun Safe
Or Enclosure
When at all possible, capsules should be
located in the center of an enclosure. The VC22 capsule is most effective within a 2 ft. radius
from its location and in a volume of 33.5 cubic
feet. If your enclosed area is larger than this,
we recommend you use two or three capsules.
The approximate life span of one capsule
serving 33.5 cubic feet of volume will be 2
years. That is what makes
such a
convenient, economical, corrosion protection
alternative. Just
place it and forget it.
Each capsule has a
convenience label to
write the date when
you first open and
place it in your
storage enclosure.

What Else Will
Protect?
will protect Aluminum, Brass,
Copper, Iron, Nickel, Steel and Silver.
Zerust VCI’s have proven themselves
in industrial applications in over 40
countries worldwide.
Now available for consumer use, our
capsules and bags protect all sorts of
household items in storage
enclosures. Fishing tackle, outboard
motors, tools, coin collections,
motorcycles, snow throwers,
motorcycles,
protects almost
all of your metal valuables from rust
and corrosion.

tools

coins
tackle

Tackle Box

Tool Box

Firearm Bags and Capsules

